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RESULTS FROM THE GLASGOW UNIVERSITY 
BLADE/VORTEX INTERACTION (B.V.I.) FACILITY 

A wind tunnel test program using 
conducted to determine both 
interaction (B.V.I.) airloads. 

an instrumented model rotor blade has been 
representative and critical blade/vortex 
Tn particular) the parallel B.V.I. case was 

investigated in detail J instantaneous blade air loads were measured for a 
variety of vorte~ strengths and blade/vortex separation distances at two 
spanwise locations. The data revealed that the basic effect of the vortex 
interactions was a rapid continuous pressure pulse> predominatelv 
manifesting itself over the forward 25% of the airfoil. Comparisons of the 
measured Xormal force coefficiPnt history with that predicted by the method 
of Beddoes show good agreement, both in magnitude and shape. 
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Rotor blade chord 
Vortex Benerator airfoil chord 
~ormal force coefficient (f~c 9dx) 
~-Chord pitchine moment coefficient 
Pressure coefficient (= (?-?0 )/!-:!pl 2 T) 
Pressure coefficient at x/C = 0.05(), .3:ong the upper surfa.:e of 
the airfoil. 
Press1Jre dr~g co~fficient (=!YCpdy) 

0 
Vortex ~ore diameter 
~!"lch number at the positi..on. of measurem•~nts 
Local dynamic surface pressure at (I!T + r:D) 
Local surface pressure at velocity C~ 
Position along the rotor blade span 
Rotor hladE> span 
Free stream flow velocity 
Rotational speed of blade-tip 
?osition Rlone tl1e rotor blade chord from lPariine edge 
Distance of vortex from learling edge of airfoil (See Fig. l) 
Distartce across the vortex rcntr~ (See Fi~. ~) 

Distance of vortex, from ai:.·foil chord (See Fig. t) 

Vortex strength 
Differential angle-of-attack of vortex generator 
Densi.ty of air 
Angle of rotation along the azimuth 

DiTROD!:CTIO); 

Tn most fl i.e,ht condit i..ons) the tip vort!.ces shPd hy the> rotor blades of a 
helicopter tend to pass under its effective t·otor disc. This is not so. 
however, for flight conditions such as steady descent, wh~re the rPsultjne 
net positive inflow tends to fo~ce the wake into the rotor disc plane. In 
consequence of this, strong blade-vortex interactions occur (Fig. 1). Such 
interactions induce significant changes in the blade circulation and hence 
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variations in the blacte•s airloading. It has been established, both by 

experiment and theory ( 1) that the severity of the interaction, i.e. the 
magnitude and rate-of-change of the blades airloading, is strongly related 
to the following: 

(a) Strength and core size of the interacting vortex 
(b) Local interaction angle between the blade and the tip vortex 
(c) Vertical separation between the vortex and the blade 

Over the past two decadest research has been conducted to assess and 
understand the details of the Blade-Vortex Interactions (B.V.I.'s) (3,7,8). 
The incentive for the work stems from B.V.I. being identified as a major 
contributor to helicopter fuselage vibrations and radiated aerodynamic 
noise (2, 3). The satisfactory prediction of such loadings at an early 
stage of rotor blade desien is, therefore, adv~ntageous. 

Currently, a number of computational techniques are used for the assessment 
of B.V.I. induced airloads (4,5,6), but it has been difficult to ~ssess 

their predictive capabilities. A major cause of this, is the dearth of 
experimental dat:a on B.V.r.•s and, a.lso, the difficulty of investigating 
such phenomena on a full scale rotor during flight. Much can be learned, 
however~ by the study of B.V.I. in the controlled environment of a wind 
tunnel and such techniques have been used successfully in previous B.V.I. 
investieations (7,8). Such a facility hRs been commissioned at the 
University of Glasgow and this p-3.per presents selected data from it and 
discusses >2omparisons between the measured ~ormn:l force coefficient a.nci 
that predicted by the theoretic2.l model of Beddo·-~s (4). 

DESCRIPTIO:-! OF TEST F.'-C"rl.ITY 

The facility was constructed in t!1F> 2..1 x 1.6 m "P.ancl1ey-Pc..r,e 11 low speed 
wind tunnel at the Cniversity of Glasgow. The phenomenon of B.V.I. was 
~nodelled by means of a rotating bl.P..dE" jnter<'lctine with a vortex, generated 
from an upstream stationary airfoil. A diagram of the test ring is shown 
in Fig. 2 and a full description has b~en presented in Ref. 9. 

The interacting vortex was generated st the juncture of two adjacent wings 
mounted vertically from floor-to-ceiling and located 8.1 chordlengths 
upstream of the rotor tip whilst a~ an azimuth of ~ = 180°. The wings had 
a 0.15m chord (Cw) with a constant ~ACA 0015 profile. The vortex strength 
(r), was varied by setting the wings at equal but opposite 
angles-of-attack. Also, the vertical ~osition of the vortex was artjusted 
via a re-alignment of small blade elements at the wing juncture. To locate 
the vortex trajectory and assess i~s characteristics, both smoke flow 
visualisation and hot-wire measurements (using a 3-wire probe) were 
..:arried-out. Hot wire data werP recorded at several vertical positions 
over a distance of O.l2m (0.8Cw) either side of the perceived vortex centre 
and along the horizont~l plane of symmetry. 

The rotor consisted of a single untwisted blade of ~ACA 0015 profile with a 
chord (C) of O.l5m and an aspect rnlio of 5.10. The blade was numerically 
machined from Duraluminium and had first flap and torsional frequencies of 
27Hz and 163Hz respective 1 y. The outer 5:0'% of the b 1 a de • s span was so 
designed as to incorporate an instrumentation pod containing 23 pressure 
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transducers (ENTRAN, type EPIL-80-55). This pod was interchangeable with 

other modules to permit the positioning of the transducers at any of the 
spanwise positions r/R 0.35, 0.65, 0.75, 0.85 and 0.95.* The chordal 

distribution of the pressure transducers is given in Table 1. 

The transducer signals were amplified and filtered before being digitised 

using a transient digital recorder (Thorn-EMI, type BE256-420). At the 

completion of a run, the digitised signals were transfered, via an IEEE-488 
bus, to a ~INC (PDP 11/23+) microcomputer for preliminary evaluation and 
storage. Final analysis of the recorded data was carried out using a VAX 

11/750, at which stage data were ensemble-averaged to reduce random flow 

and electrical noise effects. This averaging was for the five data records 

of 300 samples/channel taken over the appropriate l40° sector in each rotor 
revolution. 

RESULTS 

Data was acquired over a range of vortex strengths, blade-vortex separation 
distances, and for two spanwise locations. A summary of these tests is 

given in Table 2. The results presented in this paper, however, are only 

for tests in which the vo~tex generator was set at a differential 
angle-of-incidence (6) of 25° and th~ press11re transducers located at the 

spanwise position r/R = 0.95. 
only variable to consider is 

blade (i.e., Yv/C). 

~or the present dis<:ussion, therefore, 
the relative lo..:-ation of the vortex. to 

the 
thf' 

A typical variation of the non-ciimE'nsiona1 i.sed ~,'!ne,ential velocity (t::T/1:
0

) 

profile across the core of the vortex for a generator differential 

angle-of-incidence of 6 = 2} 0 , i.s shown in Fie· 1. 1t may be SP.en that the 
structure of the vortex is fairly well defined dnd the viscous core region 

(taken d.S the distan.:..:e to the maximum t~nge.-ntial velocity) is about 0.04m 
(or 0.27 Cw) in diameter. Figure 4 presents both the vortex strength and 

core diameter for all six differential angles investigated. The vortex 

strengths were calculated by assuming axi~l symmetry and the velocity 
profile being represented by Scully's method (10). As can be seen, the 

vortex strength is not ? simple l1near function of the differential 
incidence, and the core radius decreases as th._,. diffe-rential incidencP. 
increases. 

Th~ set of pressure histories on the vortex side (upper surface) of thP 

blade when the blade-to-vortex separation distance was Yv/C = 0.20, are 
shown in Fig. s. For these illustrations they have been plotted on a scale 

of a chord-transit interval, ranzi..ng from l.33C upstream of the leadine 
edge to 1.55C downstream the trailing edge. By far the most important 
event observed, is the <h:curance of a sharp pressure perturbation as thf> 

vortex approaches and passes the leading edge. 'The associated timing of 

the very abrupt pressure rise is of the order of 0.55 r.hord lengths of 

travel. It may be seen that the pressure rise at the first transducer 
(i.e~, x/C = 0.015) occurs at ~bout O.!OC) in time, ahead of that at the 

* To date, measurements have heen taken at the spanwise locations of 

r/R = 0.75 and r/R = 0.95. 
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second position (x/C ~ 0.030). 
transducer and all those up to 
time. This is follo~ed by 
x/C = 0.15 and x/C = 0.35, with 

However, the pressure rise at the second 
x/C = 0.10, occur at effectively the same 
a more gentle pressure rise at between 
the speed of pressure wave propagation 

being greater than the speed of vortex travel. The interpretation of the 
pressure variation is complicated at the position of x/C ~ Q.3j by the 
appearance of a compression type pulse at Xv/C == 0.10. For chord-wise 
positions greater than x/C = Q.35, it may be observed, that the magnitude 
of the compression pulse increases while its speed of propagation 
decreases. At x/C = 0. 76, the pressure variation has changed from the 
characteristic type mentioned above) to that of compression travelling with 
the speed of vortex. The varying nature and speed of propagation of the 
pressure pulse clearly shows the complexity of the flow near the surface of 
the airfoil, during the vortex-boundary layer interaction. 

A set of upper surface (vortex side) pressure variatons for a much weaker 
B.V.r. case (Yv/C = 0.60) is shown in Fig. 6. Although the general trends 
of the pressure histories are similar to those observed in the stronger 
B. V.I. case (Yv/C 0.20), there exist several important differences 
between the two. At the leading edge the pressure risP. is more gradual 
than for Yv/C = 0.2.0. Also, the delay time of the pressure rise between 
the position of the first t-cansducer and that of the second is greater; 
being 0.30C. However, the most striking differences occur at chordwise 
positions greater than x/C 0.20 wl-1f~re there exists no evldence of A. 

change i.n either" the speed of trav~l, or nature of the pressure pulse 
riiscussed above. 

Since the only d.i.fference b~Lwe(-:!n these two ;:2ses is the hlarie/vortex 
separation distance, it may be concluded that tl,e observed variations in 

hoth the naturA and propaeation speed of the prF·ssure plilse at Yv/C = 0.20 
are due to the manner which tip vortices inter~2t with the boundary lay~r 

of the blade. This \-.:onclusion Js furLher supp()rteri. by fig. 7 t..·here t::.e 

pressure variations at x/C = 0.050 for Yv/C = 0.00, 0.20, 0.40, 0.60 and 
0.80 are presented. Although the qualitative nature of the pressure 
variAtion 
pulse is 

is similar for all \-.:ases 
seen to rise rapidly with 

siwwn, the 

decreasing 
indicate that vortex induction effects upon the 
the hlade/vortPX separation distance decreases. 

maenitude of 
Yv/C values. 
blade rdpidly 

the pressure 
Such trends 

increases -3-S 

The lower surface pressure variations ~orresponding to the above strong and 
weak B.V.I., are presented .in Fig. 8 where it may be observed that the main 
features of both plots are similar. Also, the large pressJJre perturbations 
are co~centrated at the forward 25% of the chord, and have the opposite 
sign of that observed on the upper surface. Furthermore, the magnitude of 
the pressure pulse is smaller anct more gradual than on the vortex side. 
There is still, however, an observable delay between the pressure rise at 
the position of the first transducer and that of t~e second, this being 
O.OSC at Yv/C = 0.20 and 0.20C at Yv/C :::: 0.60. At x/C positions greater 
than 0.25, there are interesting differences between the pressure traces. 
For the strong B.V.I. case, a secondary pressure pulse appears at x/C 
0.35, the effect of which increases with distance downstream while it:s 
speed of travel decreases. For x/C locations greater than 0.55, only this 
type of pulse is evident, travelling with the approximate speed of vortex. 
This pressure pulse is similar to that observed on the vortex side of blade 
for Yv/C = 0.20. No such trends were observed for the weak B.V.I. case. 
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The chordal variations of the pressure coefficient at selected 
positions for Yv/C = 0. 20 are sho1Nn in Fig~ 9. In Figs. 9a and 9b 
represent the pressure distributions for the vortex at 1.52 and 
chord-lengths ahead of the leading edge. the distributions resemble 

Xv/C 
which 
0.96 

those 
associated 1Nith "static" behaviour at increasing incidence. In general, as 
the vortex approaches the leading edge~ the suction pressure increases 
until it reaches its maximum at Xv/C = -0.24 (Fig. 9c). This locat.ion 
corresponds to that at which both the normal force and pressure drae 
coefficients attained their maximum and minimum values respectively and the 
~.{-chord pitching moment reached its minimum nose-down value (See Fig. 11). 
As the vortex moved closer to the airfoil, the leading edge suction 
pressure decreased while that over the rear part of the airfoil remained 
much the same with a small inc~ease (~ig. 9d). This resulted in a 
decreased normal force coefficient, an increased pressure drag and a large 
nose-down !.{-chord pitching moment coefficient. As the vortex moves over 
the airfoil, the pressure distribution experiences significant changes, 
Fig. 9e. An interesting observation from this figure is, that the pressure 
distribution over the forward 20%-chord has reversed sign, and the lower 
surface pressure exceeds that on the upper surface. Over the remainder of 
the airfoil, the upper surface pressure still exceeds that on the lower 
surface, albeit a small difference. The net effect of such a distribution 
is a zero normal force ~:oefficient, whilst the pressure drag Rttains its 
maximum value as does the nose-down !J;-chord pitching moment coefficient. 
Further movement of the vortP-x a~:ross the airfoil enhances the pressure 
reversal, which reaches a maximum at Xv/C = 0.80 as illustrated in Fig. 9f. 
Here the normal force attains its lowest value (See Fig. 1 ta) and the 
'.(-chord pitching moment, tt5 minimum nose-down ':dlue. Finally, whf>n the 
vortex has passed the tl-ailing edge (Figs. qe. and 9h), the resulting 
pressure distributions yiPld li.tt1e ,:hange to tlu'! !£-chord pitching moment 
coefficient while both thA normal force and pressure drag coefficients 
contintJe to increase (Fie. 11). 

The chordwise pressure coefficient variation for selected Xv/C locations at 
Yv/C = 0.60 are shown in Fig~ 10. These are similar to those of the 
previous B.V.I. case (i.e., for Yv/C == 0 .. 20) albeit~ as may be seen in 
Fig. t2. the changes are more gradual. Pe-rhaps the only major variation of 
interest is that the maximum positive differential pressure was attained 
much earlier, at Xv/C = -(!.'16, whil":>t the maximum nee,ative differential 
prf'!ssure was reached nt ~;. Liter Xv/C position (i.e., Xv/C = L06) than 
those observed for the stronger R.V.I. case. Thus the apparent effect of 
the vertical blade-vortex s~pa~ation distance Yv upon the chordwise 
pressure distribution is primarily seen to be similar for both Yv/C cases 
examined, albeit the closer the vortex to the airfoil, the greater the 
induced airloarling was. 

The integrated aerodyn~mi,~ cc>efficients associated with these pressure 

distributions are presented in Fig. ll and 12. * The general shape and 
trends of the c~ plots are in eooct agreement ~ith those reported by 
Surendraiah (8) and Levf"!rton (11). For the> strong B~V~I •. ,::ase (Fig. 11), 

* the lettered annotations refer to the individual Cp plots of Figs. 9 and 
10. 
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it may be seen that the very pronounced interaction gives a 6C~ as high as 
0. 63, occuring over a time interval of about 1.1 chord-lengths.. For the 
weak interaction (Fig. 12), however, it is a more gentle affair with a ~eN 
of 0.48 over a time interval of about 2-chord lengths. Also it is of 
interest to note that while the maximum CN value for Yv/C = 0.60 occurs at 
approximately 0. 70C ahead of that seen at Yv/C = 0.20, the minimum eN 
values appear at almost the same Xv/C position for both cases. 

In addition, there is good correspondence between the eN and Cr plots with 
regard to their overall shape. It may be seen from both CT plots 
(Figs. 1lb and 12b) that as the vortex approaches the leading edge. the 
pressure drag decreases reaching a minimum at the same Yv/C location where 
C:-:1 attains its maximum. As the vortex passess over the leading edge • t:he 
pressure drag varies to positive 1 attaining it positive maximum value Rt a 
Xv/C location slightly ahead of that at which C~ attains its minimum 
value. 
Similar trends 
Brotherhood and 

have been observed 
Riley (12). It is 

in flight measurements reported by 

also of interest to note, that the 
negative nature of CT, as the vortex approaches the leading edge, furth~r 

demonstrates the importance of the suction pressure in the leading edge 
region. 

In addition to the good correspondence of the CN and CT histories, a 
further consideration of the leAding edge Cp histories (See Figs, 5 and 6) 

reveals a similar res11lt as is illustrated in Fig. 13 for the two 
considered B.V.I .. cas~s. Such observations hav-e been reported by 
Brotherhood (13) and they may be useful because, if a consistent 
correlation relationsl~ip can be established between the Cp and C~ 

histories) the gains in both cost and reduced analysis time, for carrying 
out some aspects of B .. V.I- tests, would be significant. CorrP.lations 
between C~ and Cpo.OS are given in Fig. 1~. and cover the vortex 
intP.raction from l.35C ahead of the leading ~dge to l.5C behind the 
trailing edge. Correlation coefficients of ().99l and 0.996 were obtained 
for the strong and weak B.V.I. cases respectively. h'hilst these results 
are very encouraging~ they do not allow a definite linear correlation 
between Cp and Cs to be established. They do, however, indicate that a 
useful relationship between Cp at leading edge and \.~, may exist. 

Finally, a major incentive for the work was the provision of data for codP 
validation. Figure 15 presents comparisons between the experimental C;:.: 
values and those obtained from the predictive code of Beddoes (14) for th~ 

strong B.V.I. case and at the r/R spanwise locations of 0.75 and 0.95. It 
m_ay be seen that both theoretical and experimental results are in good 
agreement. 

The theoretical predictions of the general shape and the maxi.mum and 
minimum C~ values • at both spanwise locations are most encouraging. The 
data does highlieht differences between experiment nnd predictions and they 
may merit further investigations. 

CDNcu;nr:-:G RD!ARKS 

A facility has been constructed for the study of parallel and oblique 
B.V.I.'s. The facility permits measurement of both upper and lower surface 
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pressure variations to be taken simultaneously along the azimuth, and for a 
variety of vortex strengths, blade/vortex separation distances and spanwise 
positions. Consideration of the measurements indicate that the most 
salient feature of a B.V.I. is a short duration pressure pulse, the maximum 
of which occurs when the vortex core is close to the blade's leading edge. 
The magnitude of the pulse was observed to increase rapidly with decreasing 
blade/vortex separation distance, and although it was observable over the 
entire chord it primarily affected the forward 25%. 

To summarise the observations it can be said that, as the vortex approaches 
the leading edge, the pressure difference between the upper and lower 
surfaces of the blade increases due to the increased effective incidence 
induced by the vorte~. This pressure difference attains its maximum when 
the vortex core is close to the leading edge and then rapidly collapses as 
the vortex passes it. Wi. th further movement over the airfoil chord, the 

pressure on the vortex side of the blade becomes less than that on the 
opposite side, and so the blade experiences a negative normal force and a 
large nose-down li-chord pitching moment value. When t:he vortex is over 
one chord-length away from the blade's trailing edge, its effects upon the 
airfoil are small and the blade once again experiences a positive normal 
force. Finally, comparisons between the predictions of Beddoes and the 
data from the present tests show good agreement with small differences~ 
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x/c at -

r/R = 0.75 r/R = 0.95 

Upper surface Lower Surface Upper Surface Lower Surface 

0.000 0.007 0.000 0.007 
0.015 0.030 0.015 0.030 
0.030 0.060 0.050 0.060 
0.050 0. 100 0.075 0.150 
0.075 0. 1 50 0. 1 0 0 0.350 
0. 100 0.200 0. 125 0.550 
0. 15 0 0.350 0.200 0.760 
0.200 0.550 0.350 0.920 
0.350 0.760 0.550 
0.550 0.920 0.760 
0.760 0.860 
0.860 0.950 
0.950 

FIG. 1. CHORDWISE PRESSURE TRANSDUCER LOCATIONS 

SPANWISE LOCATIONS r/R = 0. 7 5 • 0,95 

~ 0 -0.20 0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1. 00 

5.0 * * * * * * * 
10.0 * * * * * * * 
15.0 * * * * * * * 
20.0 * * * * * * * 
25.0 * * * * * * * 

TABLE 2: SUMMARY OF TESTS 
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u.j 

Vortex Filament 

Rotor 

(a) Tandem Rotor 

Filament 

A A 

(b) Single Rotor 

FIG. I. PARALLEL BLADE VORTEX ENCOUNTER 
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Experimental Data 
Scully ( 10) 

-0.60+---~----~--~----~----~---+----~--~ 

-1.0 -0.50 o.oo 0.50 I 
1.00 

y cw 

FIG. 3. Distribution of non-dimensional tangential velocity 
across the vortex core, .5=25', r/UrCw=O. 96 • 
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r(mJs) 

1. 1D 

2.20 

3.40 

5. 1 0 
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X X 

/ 
/ 

/ 

r/U1Cw dv/Cw 

0.16 0.340 

0.32 0.280 

0.49 0.270 

0.73 0.260 

0.96 0.260 

Vortex Strength 
Vortex Diameter 
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0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 so 25.0 

0.40 

3: 
...S2_ 

> 
"0 

0.30 

0.20 

0. 10 

0.00 

FIG. 4. Variation of vortex strength and core diameter with 
differential angle-of-incidence of vortex generator. 
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LEGEND 
SYMBOL TRANS. NO. CHORDWISE POS. SYMBOL TRANS. NO. CHORDWISE POS 

lo 
... 
IP 

:z: 
0 
<> 

1 0.950 0 7 0. 125 
2 0.860 * 8 0. 100 
3 0.760 .c. 9 0.075 
4 0.550 '<l 10 0.050 
5 0.350 + 11 0.015 
6 0.200 

x1o-1 
6~~mm~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~mm 

c. 
() 

4 

2 

-2 

-4 
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